measurement of building moisture GF2 +
external sensors

measurement of
building moisture
GF2

GF2

task list
floor screed and
building materials

Digit value for
special materials

measuring plaster

application:

sensor system:

Building moisture meter with diverse calibration curves for
building materials. Choose the correct calibration curve using
the arrow keys and press the device onto the material. It is
obligatory that the measuring instrument rests on an even and
cleaned measuring area.

article no. 13140

Measuring plaster to evaluate the approval for subsequent
works (tiling, paperhanging, paintwork) in new buidings resp.
after water damages

round measuring plate, fix mounted
humimeter GF2

article no. 13011
GF2 pair of plug-in electrodes
(external conductance electronics 13141 required)

expansion joints
insulation material

edge joints
brickwork
fill

Condensation and water damages in insulation material,
residual moisture measurement in impact sound insulation
below the floor screed after water damages
Essential depth measurement of ascending moisture, especially
for exsiccation processes after water damages deep in the
brickworks. Checking the drying of fill in deep layers, especially
in case of an unequal fill and consequentially resulting floor
unevenness.

article no. 12847
GF2 hand electrode
article no. 13012
GF2 pair of flat electrodes
(electrodes 13011/electronics 13141 required)
article no. 12630

floor
timberwork

Checking adequate drying of wood, parquet and so on in order
to prevent the formation of shrinkage tears in wooden floors
because of a further drying of the wood

GF2 ram electrode
article no. 12847
GF2 hand electrode
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measurement of
CO2

infrared
temperature
measurement

measurement of relative air humidity

GF2

task list
indoor climate
appearance of mould

application:
Connection of an external air humidity and temperature sensor.
Via measuring the rel. humidity the appearance of mould can be prevented.
At climatic conditions of more than 65% r.h. there may arise mould spores on
damp areas. The measuring data can automatically be saved in adjustable
intervals.

dew point
separated climate
measurement
stationary climate
measurement

r.h. measurement in
insulation
floor temperature
via IR
wall surface
temperature

In addition to the points above, this sensor offers a 2m connection cable. This
enables a measurement also in far-off areas. Additionally, the sensor can be
mounted stationary and only be connected to the device if required.

ambient air quality

Connection of an external infrared temperature sensor.
This sensor is equipped with 1:10 optics. This equates a measuring area of
16cm diameter at a distance of 1 meter. With this sensor you can easily
detect areas of weak insulation in the wall. Also the functioning of the
underfloor heating can be controlled.

Connection of an external CO2 sensor.
This sensor shows the concentration of CO2 up to a maximum of 5000ppm
(parts per million). At measuring values below than 800 ppm the ambient air
quality is considered as good, values between 800 and 1400 ppm reveal a
medium to moderate ambient air quality.

Due to various application possibilities this overview covers only a section of utilisations. If
your kind of application cannot be found in the list, please contact us so that we can provide
optimal advice for your requirements! www.humimeter.com
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pluggable r.h. sensor
air humidity 0..100%
temperature: -10..+60°C

pluggable r.h. sensor with 2m
connecting cable
air humidity 0..100%
temperature: -10..+60°C
article no. 13159

In addition to both above described applications, with this sensor also the
relative humidity and the temperature in the brickwork can be measured. The
sensor is equipped with a stainless sensor tube that can problem-free be
used also in brickwork, conrete and floor screed.

measuring thermal
bridges

air quality

article no. 12514

article no. 12032

r.h. measurement in
floor screed/concrete
r.h. measurement in
brickwork

sensor system:

pluggable r.h. sensor 0.5m stainless
sensor tube
air humidity 0..100%
temperature: -10..+60°C
robust design
article no. 12513
pluggable IR temperature sensor
temperature: -25..125°C
1:10 optics

article no. 12964
pluggable CO2 sensor
CO2 range 0..5000ppm
(+/- 50ppm +3%)

www.humimeter.com

Configuration according to craft
recommended configuration
for painters
13140
12514
12032
12278
12512

humimeter GF2
r.h. sensor
r.h. sensor + 2m cable
USB data interface
GF2 plastic case small

recommended configuration
for carpenters
13140
13141
12847
12630
13011
13159
12278
11929

humimeter GF2
conductance electronics
hand electrode
ram electrode
plug-in electrodes
r.h. sensor + brickwork
USB data interface
GF2 plastic case large
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recommended configuration
for bottomers
13140
13141
12847
12514
12032
12278
12512

humimeter GF2
conductance electronics
hand electrode
r.h. sensor
r.h. sensor + 2m cable
USB data interface
GF2 plastic case small

recommended configuration
for
interior
works
13140
13141
12847
12514
12032
12278
12512

humimeter GF2
conductance electronics
hand electrode
r.h. sensor
r.h. sensor + 2m cable
USB data interface
GF2 plastic case small

recommended configuration
für building surveyors
13140
13141
12847
13011
13012
12630
12514
12032
13159
12964
12513
12278
11929

humimeter GF2
conductance electronics
hand electrode
plug-in electrodes
flat electrodes
ram electrode
r.h. sensor
r.h. sensor + 2m cable
r.h. sensor + brickwork
CO2 sensor
IR temperature sensor
USB data interface
GF2 plastic case large

recommended configuration
for caretakers
13140
13141
12847
12514
12032
12513
12964
12278
11929

humimeter GF2
conductance electronics
hand electrode
r.h. sensor
r.h. sensor + 2m cable
IR temperature sensor
CO2 sensor
USB data interface
GF2 plastic case large

recommended configuration for
master builders
13140
13141
12630
13011
13012
12514
12513
12278
11929

humimeter GF2
conductance electronics
ram electrode
plug-in electrodes
flat electrodes
r.h. sensor
IR temperature sensor
USB data interface
GF2 plastic case large

recommended configuration for
restoration and dehumidification
13140
13141
12630
13011
13012
13159
12513
12278
11929

humimeter GF2
conductance electronics
ram electrode
plug-in electrodes
flat electrodes
r.h. sensor + brickwork
IR temperature sensor
USB data interface
GF2 plastic case large
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